
Style Sheets:

First design a page or spread.

Clean up your typography.

Paragraph Styles:
- Go to > Window > Styles > Paragraph Styles

- Select text and click on this menu:

- Make sure Apply Style to Selection and Preview are activated.

- Name and save your new paragraph style.

���-J�]SY�QEOI�GLERKIW�XS�]SYV�XI\X�ERH�[SYPH�PMOI�XS�VIHI½RI�]SYV� 
style, select your paragraph style and click on this menu:

- Select 6IHI½RI�7X]PI

Tip:  If you see a + after your paragraph style it means that you  
have created a local over ride to the style that you created. If  
you hover your curser over the paragraph style it will show  
you what was over ridden. To get rid of the over rides, hold  
down the option key and click on your paragraph style.

Creating variations on your Paragraph Styles:
- Make the variation you would like to your text.

-    Select new Paragraph Style and choose Based on: feature.
�����8LMW�JIEXYVI�MW�KSSH�JSV�½VWX�TEVEKVETLW��ERH�GVIEXMRK�PSSWI�
�XMKLX� 

tracking/letter spacing options)

Character Styles:  
(applied to text within a paragraph style to create emphasis)

- Choose the text you would like to be styled and change it.

- Go to > Window >Styles > Character Styles

- Select text and click on this menu:

(You can also click on   to create a new character style and then  
name your new style.)

- Make sure Apply Style to Selection and Preview are activated.

- Name and save your new character style.

���-J�]SY�QEOI�GLERKIW�XS�]SYV�XI\X�ERH�[SYPH�PMOI�XS�VIHI½RI�]SYV�WX]PI��WIPIGX�
your character style and click on this menu:

- Select 6IHI½RI�7X]PI��

Creating variations on your Character Styles:
- Make the variation you would like to your text.

-  Select new Character Style and choose Based on: feature.
����&I�E[EVI�XLEX�MJ�]SY�GLERKI�SV�VIHI½RI�SRI�WX]PI�ER]�WX]PI�XLEX�MW�FEWIH�SR� 
XLI�WX]PI�[MPP�EPWS�FI�IJJIGXIH�

Drop Caps:
-  Double click on your Paragraph Style that you would like to add 

a Drop Cap to.

- Go to Drop Caps and Nested Styles in the left hand column.

-   Choose the number of lines and number of characters for the drop cap. 
Under Character style create a new style for the drop cap (add 50 to the 
XVEGOMRK�XS�GVIEXI�FIXXIV�WTEGMRK�EJXIV�XLI�HVST�GET��ERH�QEOI�WYVI�EPMKR�PIJX�
and scale for descenders is chosen)

Nested Character Styles:
�ETTPMIH�XS�XI\X�[MXLMR�E�TEVEKVETL�WX]PI�[LMGL�[MPP�FI�VITIEXIH�MR� 
every paragraph):

- Under your Paragraph Style options > Drop Caps and Nested Styles > 

-  Click on New Nested Style > Select the Character Style that you want  
and select how you would like that style applied.


